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Abstract

Recent work on automatic sequential
metaphor detection has involved recurrent
neural networks initialized with different
pre-trained word embeddings and which are
sometimes combined with hand engineered
features. To capture lexical and orthographic
information automatically, in this paper
we propose to add character based word
representation. Also, to contrast the difference
between literal and contextual meaning, we
utilize a similarity network. We explore these
components via two different architectures - a
BiLSTM model and a Transformer Encoder
model similar to BERT to perform metaphor
identification. We participate in the Second
Shared Task on Metaphor Detection on both
the VUA and TOFEL datasets with the above
models. The experimental results demonstrate
the effectiveness of our method as it outper-
forms all the systems which participated in
the previous shared task.

1 Introduction

Metaphors are an inherent component of natural
language and enrich our day-to-day communication
both in verbal and written forms. A metaphoric ex-
pression involves the use of one domain or concept
to explain or represent another concept (Lakoff and
Johnson, 1980). Detecting metaphors is a crucial
step in interpreting semantic information and thus
building better representations for natural language
understanding (Shutova and Teufel, 2010). This is
beneficial for applications which require to infer
the literal/metaphorical usage of words such as in-
formation extraction, conversational systems and
sentiment analysis (Tsvetkov et al., 2014).

The detection of metaphorical usage is not a triv-
ial task. For example, in phrases such as breaking
the habit and absorption of knowledge, the words
breaking and absorption are used metaphorically
to mean to destroy/end and understand/learn re-
spectively. In the phrase, All the world’s a stage,

the world (abstract) has been portrayed in a more
concrete (stage) sense. Thus, computational ap-
proaches to metaphor identification need to exploit
world knowledge, context and domain understand-
ing (Tsvetkov et al., 2014).

A number of approaches to metaphor detection
have been proposed in the last decade. Many of
them use explicit hand-engineered lexical and syn-
tactic information (Hovy et al., 2013; Klebanov
et al., 2016), higher level features such as con-
creteness scores (Turney et al., 2011; Köper and
Schulte im Walde, 2017) and WordNet supersenses
(Tsvetkov et al., 2014). The more recent methods
have modeled metaphor detection as a sequence la-
beling task, and hence have used BiLSTM (Graves
and Schmidhuber, 2005) in different ways (Wu
et al., 2018; Gao et al., 2018; Mao et al., 2019;
Bizzoni and Ghanimifard, 2018).

In this paper, we use concatenation of GloVe
(Pennington et al., 2014) and ELMo (Peters et al.,
2018) vectors augmented with character level fea-
tures using CNN and highway network (Kim et al.,
2016; Srivastava et al., 2015). Such a method of
combining pre-trained embeddings with charac-
ter level representations has been previously used
in several sequence tagging tasks - part-of-speech
(POS) tagging (Ma and Hovy, 2016) and named
entity recognition (NER) (Chiu and Nichols, 2016),
question answering (Seo et al., 2016) and multi-
task learning (Sanh et al., 2019). This inspires us to
explore similar setting for metaphor identification
as well.

We propose two models for metaphor detection1

with the input prepared as above - a vanilla BiL-
STM model and a vanilla Transformer Encoder
(Vaswani et al., 2017) model similar to BERT (De-
vlin et al., 2019) (but without pre-training). To
contrast the difference between a word’s literal and
contextual representation (Mao et al., 2019) con-

1Our code is available at: https://github.com/
Kumar-Tarun/metaphor-detection

https://github.com/Kumar-Tarun/metaphor-detection
https://github.com/Kumar-Tarun/metaphor-detection
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catenated the two before feeding into the softmax
classifier. Instead, we extend the idea of cosine
similarity between two words in a phrase of sig-
nifying metaphoricity (Shutova et al., 2016; Rei
et al., 2017) to similarity between the literal and
contextual representations of a word and then feed
this result into the classifier.

Finally, we participate in The Second Shared
Task on Metaphor Detection2 on both the VU Am-
sterdam Metaphor Corpus (VUA) (Steen et al.,
2010) and TOEFL, a subset of ETS Corpus of Non-
Native Written English (Beigman Klebanov et al.,
2018) datasets with the above models and a vanilla
combination of them. The combination of the mod-
els outperforms the winner (Wu et al., 2018) of the
previous shared task (Leong et al., 2018).

2 Related Work

Previous metaphor detection frameworks include
supervised machine learning approaches utiliz-
ing explicit hand-engineered features, approaches
based on unsupervised learning and representa-
tion learning, and deep learning models to detect
metaphors in an end-to-end manner. (Köper and
Schulte im Walde, 2017) determine the difference
of concreteness scores between the target word and
its context and use this to predict the metaphoricity
of verbs in the VUA dataset. (Tsvetkov et al., 2014)
combine vector space representations with features
such as abstractness and imageability and Word-
Net Supersenses to model the metaphor detection
problem in two syntactic constructions - subject-
verb-object (SVO) and adjective-noun (AN). Eval-
uating their approach on the TroFi dataset (Birke
and Sarkar, 2006), they achieve competitive accu-
racy. (Hovy et al., 2013) explore differences in
compositional behaviour of a word’s literal and
metaphorical use in certain syntactic settings. Us-
ing lexical, WordNet supersense features and PoS
tags of sentence tree, they train an SVM using
tree-kernel. (Klebanov et al., 2016) use seman-
tic classes of verbs such as orthographic unigram,
lemma unigram, distributional clusters etc. to iden-
tify metaphors in the VUA dataset.

Some of the methods for metaphor detection
utilize unsupervised learning. (Mao et al., 2018)
train word embeddings on wikipedia dump and use
WordNet compute a best-fit word corresponding to
a target word in a sentence. The cosine similarity

2https://competitions.codalab.org/
competitions/22188

between these two words indicates the metaphoric-
ity of the target word. (Shutova et al., 2016) com-
pute word embeddings and phrase embeddings on
wikipedia dump. They extract visual features from
CNNs using images from Google Images. Next,
multimodal fusion strategies are explored to deter-
mine metaphoricity.

Recently, approaches based on deep learning
have been proposed. The first in this line is Super-
vised Similarity network by (Rei et al., 2017). They
capture metaphoric composition by modeling the
interaction between source and target domain by a
gating function and then using a cosine similarity
network to compute metaphoricity. They evaluate
their method on adjective-noun, verb-subject and
verb-direct object constructions on the MOH (Mo-
hammad et al., 2016) and TSV (Tsvetkov et al.,
2014) datasets.

More recently, the problem has been modeled as
a sequence labeling task, in which at each timestep
the word is predicted as literal or metaphoric. (Wu
et al., 2018) used word2vec (Mikolov et al., 2013),
PoS tags and word clusters as input features to a
CNN and BiLSTM network. They compared in-
ference using softmax and CRF layers, and found
softmax to work better. (Bizzoni and Ghanimifard,
2018) propose two models - a BiLSTM with dense
layers before and after it and a recursive model for
bigram phrase composition using fully-connected
neural network. They also added concreteness
scores to boost performance. (Gao et al., 2018)
fed GloVe and ELMo embeddings into a vanilla
BiLSTM followed by softmax. (Mao et al., 2019)
proposed models based on MIP (Group, 2007) and
SVP (Wilks, 1975, 1978) linguistic theories and
achieved competitive performance on VUA, MOH
and TroFi datasets.

3 Methodology

In this paper we propose two architectures for
metaphor detection based on sequence labeling
paradigm - a BiLSTM model and a Transformer En-
coder model. Both the models are initialized with
rich word representations. First, we describe the
word representations, then, the similarity network,
and subsequently the models (Figure 1).

3.1 Word Representations

The first step in building word representations is the
concatenation of GloVe (Pennington et al., 2014)
and ELMo (Peters et al., 2018) embeddings. The

https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/22188
https://competitions.codalab.org/competitions/22188
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Figure 1: Proposed model which includes character em-
beddings and similarity network

combination of these two have shown good perfor-
mance across an array of NLP tasks (Peters et al.,
2018). While these two representations are based
on corpus statistics and bidirectional language mod-
els respectively and serve as a good starting point
as shown by (Gao et al., 2018) and (Mao et al.,
2019), however to learn explicit lexical, syntactic
and orthographic information (so as to be more
suited for metaphor tasks) we augment these word
representations with character level embeddings.
We follow (Kim et al., 2016) to compute character-
level representations by a 1D CNN (see Figure 2)
followed by a highway network (Srivastava et al.,
2015).

Let word at position t be made up of characters
[c1, . . . , cl], where each ci ∈ Rd, l is the length of
word and d is dimensionality3 of character embed-
dings. Let Ct ∈ Rd×l denote the character-level
embedding matrix of word t. This matrix is con-
volved with filter H ∈ Rd×w of width w, followed
by a non-linearity.

f t = tanh(Ct ∗H + b), f t ∈ Rl−w+1 (1)

Next, we apply max-pooling over the length of f
3d is chosen less than the |C|, the size of vocabulary of

characters

to get a output for one filter.

yt = max
1≤j≤l−w+1

{f tj} (2)

Now, we take multiple filters of different widths
and concatenate the output of each to get a vec-
tor representation of word t. Let h be the num-
ber of filters and y1, . . . , yh be the outputs, then
ct = [yt1, . . . , y

t
h]. We concatenate GloVe embed-

ding (gt) with ct and run it through a single layer
highway network (Srivastava et al., 2015).

at = [gt; ct] (3)

t = σ(WTat + bT ) (4)

zt = t� g(WHat + bH) + (1− t)� at (5)

zt and at have same dimensionality by con-
struction, WH and WT are square matrices, g is
ReLU activation. t is called as transform gate and
(1 − t) as the carry gate. The role of highway
network is to select the dimensions which are to
be modified and which are to be passed directly
to output. Thus, we allow the network to adjust
the contribution of GloVe and character-based em-
beddings for better learning (thus an adjustment
between semantic and lexical information). We
also concatenated GloVe, ELMo and character em-
beddings and passed through highway layer, but
the former approach performed better with lesser
parameters. Our input representation is [zt; et]
(where et is ELMo vector) which is fed to BiL-
STM/Transformer.

d r o w n

Convolution filters 

Character Embeddings

Word Representation

Figure 2: CNN for extracting character-level represen-
tations

3.2 BiLSTM model
We use a single-layer BiLSTM model (Graves and
Schmidhuber, 2005) to produce hidden states ht
for each position t. These hidden states represent
our contextual meaning, the meaning which we
will contrast with the input literal meaning. Using
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hidden states as a candidate for contextual meaning
has been done previously (Gao et al., 2018; Mao
et al., 2019; Wu et al., 2018). A simple approach
would be to pass ht directly to softmax layer for
predictions. But we condition our predictions both
on ht and input representation as shown in next
sub-section.

3.3 Similarity Network
(Rei et al., 2017) use a weighted cosine similarity
network to determine similarity between two word
vectors in a phrase (Shutova et al., 2016). We ex-
tend this idea further to calculation of similarity
between literal and contextual representations. To
perform this computation, we first project the in-
put embeddings to the size of hidden dimension of
BiLSTM.

xt = [zt; et] (6)

x̃t = tanh(Wzxt) (7)

This step serves two purposes - first reduces the
size to enable calculation, second performs vector
space mapping. Since input embeddings are in
a different semantic vector space (due to the pre-
trained vectors), we allow the network to learn
a mapping to the more metaphor specific vector
space. Next, we element-wise multiply x̃t with ht.

mt = x̃t � ht (8)

mt is input to a dense layer as follows,

ut = tanh(Wumt) (9)

If ut has length 1,Wu has all weights equal to 1 and
linear activation is used instead of tanh, then the
above two steps mimic the cosine similarity func-
tion. But, to provide better generalization, |ut| > 1
and tanh is used to allow the model to learn custom
features for metaphor detection (Rei et al., 2017).
ut is fed to softmax classifier to make predictions.

p(ŷt|ut) = σ(Wyut + b) (10)

σ is the softmax function, Wy and b are trainable
weights and bias respectively.

3.4 Transformer model
The advent of Transformer (Vaswani et al., 2017)
and further general language models such as BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019), GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019)
have shown excellent performance across multiple

Dataset Train Test
#T #S %M #T #S

VUA All-
POS 72,611 12,122 15% 22,196 4,080

VUA Verb 17,240 12,122 28% 5,873 4,080
TOEFL All-
POS 26,737 2741 7% 9,017 968

TOEFL
Verb 7,016 2741 14% 2,301 968

Table 1: Dataset Statistics. #T denotes the number of
tokens which are annotated. #S denotes the number of
sentences. %M denotes the token-level metaphoricity
percentage.

NLP, NLU and NLG tasks. Inspired by this, we
explore a vanilla transformer model in this paper
which consists of only the encoder stack and is not
pre-trained on any corpus.

The input to the transformer model is the same as
the BiLSTM model. To contrast the literal meaning
with the contextual meaning, we employ equations
6,7,8,9,10 except that ht would denote the output
of the transformer at position t. (Mao et al., 2019)
also explored transformers in their experiments, but
they only computed word representations from a
pre-trained BERT large model and fed it to BiL-
STM, they did not train a transformer model from
scratch. Since transformers do not track positional
information, positional encodings are added for
this purpose, but in our case adding such encoding
did not improve performance. Furthermore, our
transformer model is composed of only a single
transformer block (that is depth=1) with a single
head. Such a simple model is able to reach good
score on the metaphor detection task.

4 Experiment

4.1 Dataset

We evaluate our models on two metaphor datasets
on both ALL-POS and VERB track in the Second
Shared Task on Metaphor Detection. Table 1 shows
the dataset statistics.

First is the VU Amsterdam Metaphor Corpus
(VUA) (Steen et al., 2010) widely studied dataset
for metaphor detection. All the words in this
dataset are labeled as either metaphoric or literal
according to MIPVU (Steen et al., 2010; Group,
2007) protocol. This dataset was also used in the
2018 Shared Task on Metaphor Detection (Leong
et al., 2018).

Second is the TOEFL corpus, a subset of
ETS Corpus of Non-Native Written English
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(Beigman Klebanov et al., 2018). This dataset con-
tains the essays written by takers of the TOEFL
test having either medium or high English profi-
ciency. The words in this dataset are annotated for
argumentation-relevant metaphors. The essays are
in response to prompts, for which test-takers were
required to argue for or against and in such process
the metaphors used to support one’s argument were
annotated. So, the protocol used (Beigman Kle-
banov and Flor, 2013) is different from MIPVU.

4.2 Baselines

The first four baselines are evaluated on the VUA
test set and the last two on the TOEFL test set.
CNN-BiLSTM (Wu et al., 2018): This model is
the winner of the previous shared task (Leong
et al., 2018). They proposed an ensemble of CNN-
BiLSTM network with input features as word2vec,
PoS tags and word2vec clusters.
BiLSTM (Gao et al., 2018) : This model is a sim-
ple BiLSTM with inputs as concatenation of GloVe
and ELMo embeddings.
BiLSTM-MCHA (Mao et al., 2019) : This model
employs BiLSTM followed by a multi-head con-
textual attention which is inspired by SPV protocol
of metaphor identification. They also use GloVe
and ELMo as input features.
BiLSTM-Concat (Bizzoni and Ghanimifard,
2018) : This model achieved the second position
in the previous shared task. They combined a BiL-
STM (preceded and followed by dense layers) and
a model based on recursive composition of word
embedding. Concreteness scores were added to
boost performance.
CE-BiLSTM : We add a variant of our proposed
model without the Transformer model and the simi-
larity network. All other components are kept same.
CE denotes character embeddings.
Feature-based (Beigman Klebanov et al., 2018) :
They use several hand-crafted features and train a
logistic regression classifier to predict metaphoric-
ity. This is the only known work on TOEFL dataset
to the best of our knowledge.

We note that BiLSTM and BiLSTM-MHCA
models above have different experimental settings
than ours. They trained and tested their models
on different amount of data when compared to the
shared task. For a fair comparison, we evaluate
(train and test) our method in the same data setting
(Table 3).

4.3 Setup
The 300d pre-trained GloVe embeddings are used
along with 1024d pre-trained ELMo embeddings.
The dimension of character-level embeddings is
set to 50. The filters used in CharCNN are
[(1, 25), (2, 50), (3, 75), (4, 100)], where first ele-
ment of each tuple denotes the width of filter and
second element denotes the number of filters used.
Inspired by the effectiveness of PoS tags (Wu et al.,
2018; Beigman Klebanov et al., 2014) in metaphor
detection, we concatenate 30 dimensional PoS em-
beddings. We found 30d embeddings to work bet-
ter than one-hot encodings. These embeddings are
learned during model training. The uni-directional
hidden state size of BiLSTM is set to 300. We
apply Dropout (Srivastava et al., 2014) on input to
BiLSTM and to the output of BiLSTM. The dimen-
sion of ut, the output size of similarity network is
set to 50.

The hidden state size of Transformer is set to
300 as well. We use a single head and single layer
architecture. We also tried multiple heads (8, 16),
but the performance dropped a little. The atten-
tion due to padded tokens is masked out in the
attention matrix during forward pass. The feed-
forward network which is applied after the self-
attention layer consists of two linear transforma-
tions with ReLU activation in between (Vaswani
et al., 2017). First transformation projects 300d to
1200d and second transformation projects 1200d
back to 300d. Dropout is applied both before and
after the feed-forward network. It can be seen that
this transformer model is simplified in terms of
number of parameters when compared to BERT
(Devlin et al., 2019). Our focus here is on the
power of transformer architecture rather than on
transformer based huge language models.

We also explore the combination of both the
models. Specifically, BiLSTM and Transformer
model are combined at the pre-activation stage,
that is, the logits of both networks are averaged
and then input to the softmax layer for predictions.
Both the models are trained in parallel, with their
own losses, whereas the F1-score is calculated from
the combined prediction.

The objective function used is weighted cross-
entropy loss as used in (Mao et al., 2019; Wu et al.,
2018).

L = −
M∑
n=1

wynyn log(ŷn) (11)
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Model VUA ALL POS VUA VERB
P R F1 P R F1

CNN-BiLSTM 60.8 70.0 65.1 60.0 76.3 67.1
BiLSTM-Concat 59.5 68.0 63.5 - - -

CE-BiLSTM-Transformer 60.6 73.9 66.6 62.7 82.2 71.2
CE-BiLSTM-Transformer (Ensemble) 63.0 71.6 67.0 66.7 77.5 71.7

Table 2: Comparison of our method against the baseline systems on the VUA test set.

Model VUA ALL POS VUA VERB
P R F1 P R F1

BiLSTM 71.6 73.6 72.6 68.2 71.3 69.7
BiLSTM-MHCA 73.0 75.7 74.3 66.3 75.2 70.5

CE-BiLSTM-Transformer 71.3 78.5 74.7 66.1 76.2 70.8
CE-BiLSTM-Transformer (Ensemble) 75.9 74.1 75.0 68.0 75.1 71.4

Table 3: Comparison of our method against the baseline systems on the VUA test set with different experimental
setting.

Model TOEFL ALL POS TOEFL VERB
P R F1 P R F1

Feature-based 49.0 58.0 53.0 50.0 64.0 56.0
CE-BiLSTM 62.7 60.8 61.8 70.0 60.5 64.9

CE-BiLSTM-Transformer 62.3 61.7 62.0 66.9 63.8 65.3

Table 4: Comparison of our method against the baseline systems on the TOEFL test set.

where yn is the gold label, ŷn is the predicted score
and wyn is set to 1 if yn is literal and 2 otherwise.
We use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014)
and early stopping on the basis of validation F-
score. Batch-size is set to 4.

TOEFL dataset contains essays annotated for
metaphor and metadata mapping essays to the re-
spective prompts and English proficiency of test-
takers. We extract all sentences from all the essays
and prepare our dataset considering one sentence
as one example (batch-size x means x such exam-
ples). In this paper, we do not exploit the metadata
of TOEFL corpus.

For both VUA and TOEFL datasets, we have a
pre-specified train and test partition, so for hyper-
parameter tuning we split the train set into train
and validation in the ratio of 10:1 randomly. Since
the models predict labels for all the words in a
sequence, we train a single model and use it for
evaluating both ALL-POS and Verb tracks. We re-
port F-score on test set for metaphor class on both
datasets and tasks. Section 6 presents an ablation
study and explores the performance of different
components.

5 Results

We first compare our method against the baseline
systems which have the same experimental set-
ting as ours on the VUA test set - CNN-BiLSTM

and BiLSTM-Concat. Table 2 reports the results.
As shown, our proposed model (comprising of
both BiLSTM and Transformer) outperforms the
other methods on both the tracks. Specifically, we
achieve F-score of 66.6 on VUA All POS and 71.2
for VUA Verb set. Furthermore, we employ en-
sembling to boost our performance. This strategy
mainly improves precision (60.6 to 63.0 for All
POS, 62.7 to 66.7 for Verb). For ensembling we run
the model 7 times which involves different dropout
probabilities, changing the ratio of metaphoric to
literal loss weights, increasing/decreasing number
of epochs. Thus, we do not modify the number
of parameters in any run. At the end, we take a
majority vote to produce final predictions. Our best
F-score on All POS track is 67.0 and Verb track
is 71.7. We observe higher F-scores on Verb track
than on All POS track, this might be due to fact
that a higher percentage of verbs are annotated as
being metaphoric, hence more training data.

We now compare our method with the other two
baselines on a common experimental setting. We
tune our hyperparameters in this setting due to dif-
ference in training and validation data. Specifically,
since training set is of smaller size, we increase
Dropout probabilities, and the dimension of PoS
embedding is reduced from 30 to 10. As shown
in Table 3, the single best model achieves a higher
F-score than the baselines and the ensemble (with
similar setting as above) improves the performance
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Model VUA Validation
P R F1

Vanilla BiLSTM 61.7 82.6 70.6
Vanilla Transformer 63.6 75.6 69.1

Vanilla BiLSTM + Transformer 67.1 77.7 72.0

Table 5: Performance of vanilla models on VUA vali-
dation set.

Model VUA Validation
P R F1

CE + BiLSTM 65.7 78.8 71.6
CE + Transformer 67.3 74.7 70.8

CE + BiLSTM + Transformer 71.3 74.2 72.7

Table 6: Addition of Character embeddings to models.

a little more scoring 75.0 on All POS and 71.4 on
Verb tracks.

Lastly, we explore the performance of our
method on the TOEFL test set (Table 4). We added
an extra baseline which does not include the Trans-
former model and the similarity network. Also,
the CE-BiLSTM-Transformer model here does not
include the similarity network. The reason for this
is because it degraded performance. The similar-
ity network contrasts the literal meaning with the
contextual meaning of the target word which is in
line with MIP (Steen et al., 2010) protocol. Since,
TOEFL corpus is annotated for argument-specific
metaphors and not MIP, we hypothesize that this
might be the reason for lower performance. How-
ever, VUA is annotated according to MIP, thus
similarity component improves performance here,
as we show in the ablation section.

Table 4 shows that both our baseline (CE-
BiLSTM) and baseline + Transformer improve
upon the Feature-based model by 8.8 and 9.0 points
respectively on All POS track and 8.9 and 9.3
points respectively on Verb track. Similar to VUA,
here also Verbs score higher than All POS because
of more training instances for verbs.

The scores on TOEFL dataset are lower than the
VUA dataset. This is due to the lesser number of
training instances in TOEFL dataset. Also, while
we have higher recall on VUA, on TOEFL we have
higher precision.

6 Ablation Study

This section considers the performance of different
components of our method in isolation and combi-
nation on the VUA validation set unless otherwise
specified. The reason for choosing validation set is
because we were not able to evaluate some settings

on the test set due to limited time and number of
submissions. Wherever we have test set results we
report those as well.
Impact of Character Embeddings We first note
the performances of vanilla BiLSTM and vanilla
Transformer models and a simple combination of
them in Table 5. Note that vanilla implementa-
tion still includes GloVe and ELMo vectors. We
see that BiLSTM performs better than Transformer
model and that a combination of them seems to
complement each other.

Now, we see the impact of adding character-
level embeddings on both the models. As Table 6
shows, addition of character embeddings improves
both the networks. Particularly, Transformer bene-
fits more from this addition as F1-score increases
from 69.1 to 70.8. On the test set, our vanilla
combination scores 65.2 whereas the combination
of models with character embeddings scores 66.1.
This helps in asserting the usefulness of character-
based features in learning pro-metaphor features.
(Beigman Klebanov et al., 2016) demonstrate the
utility of unigram lemmas and orthographic fea-
tures in metaphor detection. Our character embed-
dings computed from CNN combines features at
different n-grams of a word and thus helps to learn
lexical and orthographic information automatically
which aids in improving performance.

We suspect that employing the baseline uni-
gram features (Beigman Klebanov et al., 2014) pro-
vided by the organizers instead of learned character-
embeddings may be seen as a way to achieve the
same goal. But our method is more robust in the
sense that, we allow for learning of different n-
gram features of a word (including unigram itself).
Particularly, our method is helpful in cases where
the target word has incorrect spelling, because we
learn representations instead of using fixed pre-
computed features.

Impact of Similarity Network Table 7 depicts
the performance after the addition of similarity
network. As the similarity network is guided by
the MIP protocol, it indeed boosts results for the
VUA dataset. We observe that in this case too
Transformer benefits more by the inclusion and the
benefit (1.9 points) is even more than by adding
character embeddings (1.7 points). However, for
both the components increments in BiLSTM per-
formance are equal. Also, the combination of both
models with similarity network outperforms the
combination with character embeddings although
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Model VUA Validation
P R F1

SN + BiLSTM 66.1 78.1 71.6
SN + Transformer 70.2 74.0 72.0

SN + BiLSTM + Transformer 68.7 77.8 73.0

Table 7: Addition of Similarity network to models. (SN
is the Similarity network)

Model VUA Validation
P R F1

CE + SN + BiLSTM 66.7 79.3 72.4
CE + SN + Transformer 67.7 77.8 72.4
CE + SN + BiLSTM +
Transformer 68.5 79.1 73.4

Table 8: Addition of both SN and CE to the models.

by a small margin. The above reasoning indicates
towards similarity network as being an important
component for detection of MIP guided labeling of
metaphors.

Table 8 reports the numbers when both character
embeddings and similarity network are added to
the base models. The results improve from either of
the additions which indicate that they complement
each other. Our best model so far contains both the
base models and the components. This model on
the VUA test set, scores 66.5 and the model in the
last row of Table 6 scores 66.1.

In all the cases examined till now, Transformer
based models have higher precision than the BiL-
STM based models, and in 3 out of 4 cases of
(Vanilla, CE, SN, CE + SN), the combination has
as even better precision than either of the individ-
ual models. In terms of F-score, BiLSTM based
models score higher than Transformer based ones
in 2 cases (Vanilla and CE), equal in CE + SN and
lower in SN.
Impact of PoS tags Incorporation of PoS tags
proves to be beneficial. It improves the F-score
of the last model in Table 8 from 73.4 to 73.5. On
the test set, it improves the F-score from 66.5 to
66.6 which is in line with (Hovy et al., 2013; Wu
et al., 2018).

7 Conclusion

We proposed two metaphor detection models, a
BiLSTM model based on prior work and a Trans-
former model based on their success in NLP tasks.
We augment these models with two components -
Character Embeddings and Similarity network to
learn lexical features and contrast literal and con-
textual meanings respectively. Our experimental

results demonstrate the effectiveness of our method
as we achieve superior performance than all the
previous methods on VUA corpus and TOEFL cor-
pus. Through an ablation study we examine the
contribution of different parts of our framework in
the task of metaphor detection.

In our future work we would explore metaphor
detection in a multi-task setting with semantically
similar tasks such as Word Sense Disambiguation
and Co-reference Resolution. These auxiliary tasks
may help to better understand the contextual mean-
ing and reach of a word. For TOEFL dataset, fu-
ture avenues would include strategies to exploit the
metadata, and similarity measures more suitable
for argumentation-relevant metaphors.
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